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After the flood

It kept on raining. 
A voice from the stairs in the morning calling
a name my dream hardly recognised dragged me
up from the ocean mud. There was no 
pact. No sandy hope. No dove
but a heron, flying back and forth from the river
to the lake as it always does, and the cows
disconsolate in mizzly dawn. The moon, 
in pisces of course, the brightest light
in the shifting sky. We might have expected
the days of labour, the wringing of cloths
and hands, the loss, but not the waiting, 
the interminable waiting to dry. 

A history of flooding

Everyone knows it, the system is broken. 
We knew when we took this place on it came
with a history. February last, that night 
the main road filled to the thighs just north 
of the village sign, they went to sleep 
with it trickling in through the walls, helpless;
woke to an inch all over like a dip. 

There’s a house, we’re told, where you lifted the floorboards
in the living room; watched as the waters rose. 
No one remembers where, exactly, 
but we saw it just as described, crouching 
down to measure between the bowing 
beams and murky surge, the boards
a raft, the cottage a heavy float.

The field is a lake again, the lake 
a bucket spilling over in rain. The river 
will not stick long to its channel. It charges
its margins, testing its run up, its bolt.
The road out, both directions, sinking.
And under the floorboards of the house two down
the flood, unobserved, rising.
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Out of the Mud

Coming back was surprisingly easy, crawling 
retrograde out of the mud, standing 
up, placing foot after foot. 
I knew the route in reverse, of course,
and slid back through it like a natural, barely
looking where I stepped. Don’t pretend
you didn’t expect me. I’ve always known
to find my way home, wherever you sent me. 
If I’d know how good it would feel, to breath
the green air after all that dark water
I’d have done it sooner. All that time
wallowing on the lake-bed, no one to talk to
but pike. Bogeyed shifting sludge.
I could’ve been lain like a cat in the sun. 
I take it you didn’t miss me? If you’d
Really wanted rid of me you should’ve 
sunk me properly, messed me up. 
You always were slip-shod, baby. Never 
did think ahead. All said, I’m not angry,
just tired, tired as hell from the journey,
as though I haven’t slept in years.
So won’t you let me in? I’m chill
to the bones, to the bone, to nothing. 
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Bathing

Nothing like this as I swallowed my breath,
held my head under and let my hair twist 
into tentacles, growing toward, but not breaking,
the swirling horizon of oils that marked
the beginning of air. No, not when I started 
to work the night up into white whorls of soap,
watching it float round the sea of the tub
like glaciers split into icebergs of foam:
you, shearing off from my hot skin in shoals
of bubbles, swimming just under the surface,
rising as though they would leap from the border
and vanish. Yes, I felt as you passed
into mist, but still there was nothing like this.
Even in watching the bath draining out
like the heavy storm pouring back into its own
dark eye; even then, it was just dirty water.
It wasn’t till later I started to miss
that rain, that incredible downpour, you
and me in the centre. Like this, like this


